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Water Co-Governance (WaterCoG)

• Sharing governance approaches 
to water management in the 
North Sea Region 

• Use and sharing of data and 
evidence to underpin 
collaboration and management 
decisions



Catchment Data & Evidence Forum

Catchment Data User Group:

• CaBA working group

• Multi-sectoral 

• Data users, data providers, modellers

• Regular update telecons

• 2nd annual forum



Data & Evidence Forum 2018 – Summary

• 2 page summary

• Shared with Defra

• Used throughout year 

• Shows where CaBA data & 
evidence community thinks 
priorities are



Data & Evidence Forum 2018 – Voting



Data & Evidence Forum 2018 – Voting



Catchment Data & Evidence Forum aims

1. Identify the barriers and opportunities for the 
wider CaBA data & evidence community to 
support the delivery of the 25 Year 
Environment Plan.



2. Provide a totally inclusive national forum for 
the catchment data & evidence community to 
exchange knowledge and expertise, and 
increase the network of technical experts 
available to CaBA partnerships

Catchment Data & Evidence Forum aims



3. Incorporate the ideas and expertise of the 
wider community in the co-design of key 
evidence sharing infrastructure to support the 
25 year environment plan

Catchment Data & Evidence Forum aims



Data & Evidence Forum 2019 – what to expect

• Keynote -to get us in 
the zone. 
Imagine you are at a 
literature festival…

…or maybe…



Data & Evidence Forum 2019 – what to expect

• Talks

• Networking

• Demos 

• Debate 

• Voting 



Data & Evidence Forum 2019 – what to expect

Lightning Talks:

• Clock of doom

• Chocolate

• Vuvuzela (we 
will be brutal)



Data & Evidence Forum 2019 – what to expect

• Session 1: Making 
data more engaging.

• Session 2: Collection 
and use of CaBA data

• Session 3: Networking 
and zoo visiting…..



Keynote
Professor Bob Harris & Professor David Lerner, 
University of Sheffield



Session 1:
Making Modelling & Data More 
Engaging



Making a step change in the Environment 
Agency’s environmental IT – how can you help? 

Chris Thomas, Environment Agency



Chris Thomas
Water, Land & Biodiversity IT & Systems Manager
18th September 2019

Making a step change in the 
Environment Agency’s environmental 
IT- how can you help?



Why do we need a step change?

• Huge volumes of new and old data available - difficult to store and 
use

• Many functionally focussed IT systems and tools

• IT systems based on old technology

• Significant cost to making minor changes

• Increasing  focus on integrated catchment based approach

• Need and want to share data and work with partners



EA environmental data – what and why 

• We gather data on the environment via:
• Direct measurement and sampling

• Remote sensing

• Working with partners

• Understanding the state of the environment and the pressures on it
• Incidents

• Discharge compliance

• Diffuse inputs

• Evaluate interventions 



Orphan

Datasets

Separate 

Recipient 

Systems

Telemetry Lab Data

NGO Data

Operator Self 

Monitoting

Direct from Field

Field Inspections

Earth Observation 

Data

Public

Data

Sources

Current

(examples)

WISKI

Air Quality

Ecology

Catchment 

Planning

Water Quality

• Expensive bespoke systems 
(some on obsolete 
platforms).

• Function specific.

• Boundaries hard wired into 
systems - any changes 
difficult and costly.

• Different naming 
conventions for each system 
and often for the same sites.

• Difficult to extract data in 
many cases.

• Open data so far released 
only fraction of potential.

• Some data sets apparently 
need elaborate QA - but data 
used / required daily.



What are we doing?

• Developing WLB IT and data programme over several years to 
• Replace and update our IT systems and tools

• Enable better data sharing and access
• Internally

• Externally

• Open data is the norm

• Opportunity to help meet your needs as well as ours

• Need to keep checking our direction of travel – via CDUG?



We use the right information from a range of sources to drive our 
actions and behaviours, and those of others, to manage flood risk 
and improve the water environment.



The vision for how we want to monitor, assess 
& plan for the environment 

We are always 

able to access 

live data

Data is easily 

accessible & 

analytics 

integrated

Processes 

underpinned  by 

modern tech

High quality 

evidence based 

environmental 

plans

Teams and 

partners who have 

the right tools to 

do their roles

Automated business processes

Modern API & cloud based 

architecture
Predictive analytics help the 

EA make proactive decisions

Everyone is able to update live 

data, reducing manual 

processes

We are a trusted, modern, data-led environmental champion that is able to quickly and easily understand 
and plan improve the environment, based on quality evidence. We will create a framework that will enable 

us to be a truly collaborative, outward looking and trusted champion of the water environment

IT designed around business 

processes

Share & receive data easily More analysis, less collection!

Integrated analytics

Engaged & more productive 

focus on data & analytics

Teams and partners play a key 

part in how we improve
Fewer data requests

Easier to continuously improve 

& less expensive to maintain & 

operate

Tech teams & architects are 

setup to trial & test new ideas 

quickly

Embed a risk-based approach 

to environmental management

Prioritisation is always 

underpinned by quality 

evidence



Flood

Warning

Reporting / Analysis / 

Modelling just using 

data that is needed

(examples)

Web based

Future

Telemetry Lab Data

NGO Data

Operator Self 

Monitoting

Direct from Field

Field Inspections

Earth Observation 

Data
Public

Data

Sources
INTEGRATION

LAYER

Middleware

Data 

Warehouse

Modular

GIS

Common 

Services

Telemetry

Application

Fisheries
Water

Quality

Catchment

State

Of

Environment

Forecasting

Modular Archive

• More efficient, less 
complicated systems.

• Integration of data from 
several sources for defined 
geographic area.

• Easy access to input and 
extract data, internally and 
externally. Open data sets

• Customer/user experience 
more intuitive.

• Use common building blocks 
where possible.

• Able to work with data from 
our staff, community groups, 
Defra organisations.

• Web based/cloud storage.

• Separate data storage from 
derived data, modelling, 
manipulation.



How can you help ? What do you need?

• My initial thoughts – need your help
• Downloadable data

• Spatial reference data

• Easy to integrate data

• Clear data standards and formats

• Updated access and tools

• What else??

• Constraints on EA- can’t meet everyone’s needs
• Financial and technical resources

• Prioritising requirements and workload



28

Pressures
Percentage of water bodies in England impacted by each pressure:CONCLUSIONS

Please help us make the most of this opportunity

Share your requirements with us – via CDUG

Keep engaged with the programme development 
and implementation



CaBA Data Package
Anneka France & Lucy Butler, The Rivers Trust



What is the CaBA data package?

• Curated package of 150+ data layers

• Centrally-negotiated data licence

• Making data available in easy to access format & 

visualised by most useful attributes

• Structured to identify opportunities, issues, 

causes & actions

• User guide shows how to interpret data and use 

for catchment planning

• Request from your catchment host



What’s new?

• Complete refresh of versions 1 to 4

• New and updated datasets:

• Hard-to-access data (e.g. CLAD, Land Cover Map 2015, Water Abstractions)

• Modelled outputs (e.g. SAGIS, SEPARATE, WWNP)

• Strategic planning (e.g. Natural Capital, Climate Just)

• Collaborative Actions (e.g. WINEP, Highways England, Coal Authority, RiverWiki)

• Web services – replacing static datasets wherever applicable

• ArcGIS Pro project file – the next gen of Esri desktop software

• New open data site (data.catchmentbasedapproach.org)

https://data.catchmentbasedapproach.org/










Map preview

Description of 
the data

License information for 
terms of use

Date of last update



Attribute information 
and quick chart 

visualisation

Open data formats 
compatible with all 

software

API links for web 
services



What’s next?

• Efforts to source key datasets that are still 

not available (e.g. soils)

• Focus on data interpretation & building 

technical capacity

• A series of webinars

• Monitoring & collaborative action

• Coastal & estuarine data package

• QGIS project and layer files?

• Tell us what you need!



Prioritising action using data
Caitlin Pearson, West Cumbria Rivers Trust



Caitlin Pearson
caitlin@westcumbriariverstrust.org

Prioritising Action 
using Data



Catchment Planning process

Catchment 
Data

• What are the issues? 

Project map
• What is already being done?

Catchment 
Action Plans

• What are the gaps and the strategic actions needed?

Priority 
Areas

• Where should we prioritise?



How to Prioritise?

• A quick-win is available (low hanging fruit). 

• There is a major issue that needs to be addressed (improve the 
worst).

• There is a risk to something good (preserve the best).

• There is opportunity to tie lots of agendas/multiple benefits 
together (flagship projects).

A database of ‘shovel ready’ projects. 

Delivered opportunistically.

Flagship projects. Major catchment-scale projects to make a 

step change in natural capital and involve the community.



Issues analysis

• A workflow that will help to identify, prioritise and

deliver effective projects.



Issues analysis
Potential Action Criteria

Water friendly farming projects

Does it fail WFD for water quality related to diffuse 

rural pollution? 
Is the phosphate concentration higher than good 

status? 
Is this primarily from agricultural land use? Do SAGIS 

& SEPARATE agree?
Could catchment management of P help?
Is Nitrate high – from agricultural land use?
Is sediment high – from agricultural land use?
Is it a CSF water quality priority area?
Does the waterbody lead to a bathing water that is 

failing?
Strengthen defences Do properties flood? 

Do lots of properties flood from a single source?

Catchment Flood Management

Do properties flood? 
Is the catchment small enough/would it need work 

on a single waterbody?
Is it OK to proceed on ground water vulnerability?
Does modelling support NFM opportunity?
Is hard engineering likely to be inviable?

River restoration (large scale)

Is it very susceptible to drought? 
Do properties flood?
Is it a heavily modified waterbody?
Is the modification redundant or unnecessary?
As this is likely to be a single landowner, is there 

reasonable confidence that the landowner would be 

supportive? Is it lower grade agricultural land?
Is there a barrier to fish or eel passage?



supportive? Is it lower grade agricultural land?

Removing or easing barriers

Is there a barrier to fish or eel passage?
Is it a priority barrier?
As this is likely to be a single landowner, is there 

reasonable confidence that the landowner would be 

supportive?

Biosecurity

Does this catchment have lots of water 

users/events/tourists?
Is there crassula or other INNS that aren’t present 

everywhere and need to avoid being spread?

INNS control

Are signal crayfish present?
Is Himalayan balsam present and is this the upper 

extent of it (no upstream waterbody)?
Are there other INNS species that need tackling/we 

would be able to tackle e.g. Japanese knotweed, 

mink
WWTW improvements Is the phosphate concentration higher than good 

status?
Do SAGIS and SEPARATE suggest this is from WWTW?

Septic tank improvements

Is the phosphate concentration higher than good 

status?
Do SAGIS and SEPARATE suggest this is from WWTW

Woodland creation and management

Is there a lack of riparian shade?
Is there low tree cover in the wider catchment?
Do properties flood?
Is sediment load high?

Peat restoration

Is there opportunity for peat restoration?
Do properties flood downstream?
Is there an SSSI or SAC failing for peat?
As this is likely to be a single landowner, is there 

reasonable confidence that the landowner would be 

supportive? Could it form part of an agri-

environment agreement?



In-stream habitat/spawning habitat 

improvements

Does fish survey data or walkover survey data 

support this? 
Can this not be fully accounted for by water quality or 

barriers?
Is there a lack of riparian shade?
Is there a specific fish driver (e.g. salmon river, SAC, 

freshwater pearl mussel presence)?
Is the river suitable for fish? (Not ephemeral, natural 

barriers, WQ issues, heavily modified).

Education, Engagement and Access

Is there a lack of engagement/connection to the river 

in this area? Look at indicies of multiple deprevation 

and access network
Are education opportunities needed?

Air quality Is air quality an issue?
Lack of Evidence We can’t answer some of these questions due to a 

lack of data or understanding. Need further surveys 

or sampling.



Issues analysis
There is no scoring or ‘rules’ but the more questions that are answered ‘yes’ the stronger the driver for 

that action in that catchment.  

From this we can classify each action as: 

Categories Explanation 

There is no issue that needs addressing No problem has been identified 

There is an issue but it is not feasible to 
address through this mechanism 

For example, its heavily modified but due to a reservoir. Or 
it already has a flood defence and the scale is too big for 
NFM or there is high phosphate but mainly from WWTW 
not diffuse pollution.  

A project could bring benefits  
The magnitude of the issue is small (e.g. near failure for 
phosphate) or its unfeasible that our project could make a 
big difference (e.g. Catchment management of P) 

There is a strong driver for this in this 
catchment An issue could be addressed by a targeted project 

 

The analysis will identify stand-alone priorities and where we can tie multiple 
drivers together. 

For the River Bleng:
A catchment wide NFM project including peat restoration on the fell tops and 
increasing in-stream habitat diversity with local community volunteers. 



Flagship projects
Across our whole area where should we focus a 
flagship project? 

‘Multi-benefit’ priority areas - key drivers 

- Reduced flood risk;

- Improved water quality;

- Enhanced biodiversity

Through catchment management

Yes or No (1 or 0)



Natural Flood Management
Is there a community at risk? 
Is NFM feasible?

Water Quality Issues
WFD failure WQ issue OR
Bathing water failure OR
Models outputs OR
SAC issue identified OR
Partnership evidence

AND land management feasible 
without WWTW improvements.

Habitat restoration
Has a ‘priority barrier’ OR
WFD failure for phys mod OR
Poor in-stream habitat 
AND its feasible to address this

Protected Species 
Within a failing SAC OR
Salmonid river OR
Freshwater pearl mussels.



Overall Priority

• Scored 0 to 4 
• Sum of potential 

to address: 
flooding, poor 
habitat, protected 
species 
conservation and 
poor water quality.



Natural Capital Assessment
James Matthews, Atkins



Natural Capital Assessment

James Mathews



Who am I?

› Environmental Scientist at Atkins (Oxford)

› Joined November 2011

› Focus on use of open source data and digital initiatives

› Mobile mapping

› Automation of site selection for NFM & water quality pressures

› Natural capital calculation



Overview of Atkins experience

54

Assessing options or added 

value:

• Flood schemes – e.g. 

Graveney

• Water quality – e.g. Coal 

Authority CBAs

• WFD low flow schemes – e.g. 

Lower Cray, Bulbourne

• River restoration – e.g. Lower 

Crane

• Habitat creation – e.g. A14, 

Leigh

• SuDS – e.g. Anglian Water, 

UU, Scottish Water

• WRMPs and DWMPs

Scheme evaluation:

• Flooding and habitat creation -

e.g. Medmerry Managed 

Realignment Scheme, Pudlicote

• Urban nature reserves – e.g. 

Camley St natural park, Ockwells

Park



Natural capital tool
› Assesses the value delivered by environmental schemes in monetary 

terms 

› Uses data on land cover prior to and following scheme 
implementation

› ‘Value transfer’ approach

› Conservative valuation figures to avoid double-counting

› Rapid and low-cost monetisation of environmental schemes

› Help environmental designer evaluate projects

› Dynamic tool – can be updated through time, or to make site specific 
(if information is available)

55

Aesthetic

Recreation

PollinationClimate regulation

Erosion costs

Regulation of flows

Water quality Noise regulation

Air qualityRaw materials

Water

Food production
Biodiversity



Pudlicote Farm 
scheme

› Evenlode Catchment 
Partnership (ECP) 
working with the 
landowner of Pudlicote
Farm 

› Construction cost of 
£75,000

› 17.3 ha of arable 

56



Environmental Benefits

› Assessment used scheme designs 
satellite imagery and field surveys

› Assessment included National Water 
Environment Benefit Survey (NWEBS) 
and Outdoor Recreation Valuation Tool 
(ORVal: Version 2.0)

› Loss of £4,870 per year in food 
production 

› Overall increases ecosystem services 
value by £21,900 per year or £396,000 
in present value (PV) terms over 25 
years.

› Scheme delivered a benefit of £5.30 
for every £1 spent

57



Summary and next steps

58

› More schemes!

› Building natural capital into design processes

› Helping to identify funding

› Actively engage stakeholders

› James.Mathews@atkinsglobal.com

› 01865 734010

mailto:James.Mathews@atkinsglobal.com


Mapping potential sites for 
constructed wetlands
Sebastien Piet Zacho, SEGES



Mapping potential sites for 
constructed wetlands
– Catchment officers tools

Sebastian Piet Zacho, SEGES

Catchment Data and Evidence Forum 18th September 2019



Tekstslide med punktopstilling

Brug knapperne ‘Forøge / Formindske 

indryk’ for at skifte mellem

de forskellige tekst niveauer

Background - Potential Map for constructed wetlands

Restriction on nitrogen fertilizer use was 

reduced back in 2015

In exchange Danish farmers has to implement 

approx. 1,500 constructed wetlands among 

other nitrogen reducing initiatives before 2021

29 Catchment Officers assigned to assist

An administrative map issued by the Danish 

authorities to determine where it is possible to 

get funding

Based on data on soil type, river valleys, 

likelihood for drainage systems, elevation 

model and need for nitrogen reduction in 

recipients. Data modeling conducted by Aarhus 

University



Tekstslide med punktopstilling

Brug knapperne ‘Forøge / Formindske 

indryk’ for at skifte mellem

de forskellige tekst niveauer

SCALGO Live – Predicting drainage systems and defining catchments

Originally aimed at flood risk 

management 

Used by the Catchment 

Officers to estimate 

catchment sizes and to 

predict the location of large 

drainage systems and gain 

knowledge about the terrain.

The tool is a online web-tool 

and is based on a digital 

elevation model from 2018.



Tekstslide med punktopstilling

Brug knapperne ‘Forøge / Formindske 

indryk’ for at skifte mellem

de forskellige tekst niveauer Targeted contact to relevant landowners/farmers
– combining Potential Map with SCALGO Live in MapInfo

Combination of data from SCALGO Live 

and the Potential Map and SEGES’ 

farmer-database

GIS layer for Catchment Officers to 

target communication to farmers with 

the biggest potential for constructed 

wetland

Management tool when working more 

broad on a catchment scale

Used as a dialogue tool with 

landowners and farmers



Tekstslide med punktopstilling

Brug knapperne ‘Forøge / Formindske 

indryk’ for at skifte mellem

de forskellige tekst niveauer Finding the perfect spot

Soil removal is expensive – finding the best site in 
the terrain is key for cost-effectiveness

Knowing the exact depth of the drainage 
system is essential



Tekstslide med punktopstilling

Brug knapperne ‘Forøge / Formindske 

indryk’ for at skifte mellem

de forskellige tekst niveauer

Estimating excavation in MapInfo
Add-on tool for MapInfo (digging-tool)

Transforms a digital elevation model into 

polygons – own produced polygons can then be 

subtracted

Estimates the requirement of soil for dikes

Excavation is in many cases the factor that 

defines whether or not a project is realistic

Valuable impute when having contractors 

bidding for the job

Design and excavation estimation is usually a 

job for (expensive) external consultants –

but having this tools contributes to the overall 

cost-effectiveness.



Tekstslide med punktopstilling

Brug knapperne ‘Forøge / Formindske 

indryk’ for at skifte mellem

de forskellige tekst niveauer

Thank you for your attention



The CAMELS dataset
Dr Gemma Coxon, Bristol University



CAMELS-GB

A large sample, 

open-source, 

hydro-meteorological 

dataset for Great Britain

Gemma Coxon

Nans Addor, John Bloomfield, Jim Freer, Matt Fry, Jamie 

Hannaford, Nicholas Howden, Chris Jackson, Rosie Lane, 

Emma Robinson, Thorsten Wagener and Ross Woods



Producing a definitive, 
DOI’d, open source, large 
sample dataset for GB…

...to shed new light on 
catchment processes and 

allow reproducibility in 
catchment hydrology

…building on and adding 
value to what has been 

produced already…

Motivation



CAMELS-GB

http://eidc.ceh.ac.uk/
Dataset and 

Code

Hydro-

meteorological 

daily timeseries

1970-2015

671 Catchments

Catchment 

attributes
(climatic, hydrologic, 

geology, land cover, 

soils, human influences)

Community Resource



Uses: Hydro-meteorological timeseries

Long daily time series of flow, rainfall, PET, temperature, radiation, humidity 

• Key forcing and evaluation data for hydrological modelling at local-national scales 

• Covers a wide range of nationally important hydro-climatic events

• Use for trend analysis, analysing hydrologic variability



Uses: Catchment attributes
A comprehensive set of catchment attributes are quantified 

• The first set of national discharge uncertainty estimates, new catchment attributes 

characterising human influences, soils, geology and land cover

• Use for catchment characterisation, analysing hydrologic variability, catchment 

selection, better understanding catchment processes, uncertainty analysis



CAMELS-GB

A large sample, 

open-source, 

hydro-meteorological 

dataset for Great Britain

Thank you!



Cadastre: Land ownership data service delivering 
The Value of Where

Pete Wain, Triage



Catchment Data and Evidence Forum

Wed 18th Sept 2019, Bristol



 Cadastre is a Land Registry Ownership data service, borne out of and developed 

specifically for the public sector, delivering significant savings in

 Cost

 Time

 Effort

 All registered land in England & Wales i.e. Private and Commercial

 Key corporate and business critical dataset used by Property (Assets and 

Estates), Legal, Customer Services, Planning and others

 Instant organisational ownership Property portfolio automatically updated; 

answer questions such as “What do we own/lease…?”, “Where are we 

responsible…?”, “Who are our neighbours…?” and “Who do we need to 

consult…?”

 All Partners’ Property portfolios automatically updated

Cadastre

cadastre.uk



Cadastre Comparison

cadastre.uk

 Polygon: £3

 Ownership: £3

 Flood Risk: £9

Cadastre

 Polygon: included and updated

 Private Ownership: £3

 Commercial Ownership: included 

and updated

 Flood Risk: included and updated

As Is (PDF)



Cadastre Features

Features Value

Accurate Authoritative data direct from HM Land Registry

Current Monthly update keeps data up-to-date

Complete All registered land in England & Wales i.e. Private and 

Commercial ownership

Bespoke Organisation’s own and Partners’ Freehold and Leasehold 

layer(s)

Enrich Append own and/or third party data e.g. Defra, NE, EA…

Easy Esri-ready download and/or web service

Consistent ‘One version of the truth’ for all users

Unlimited Share data amongst all staff (desktop/intranet), 

partners/stakeholders and public (web)

UPRN Dynamic link to Ordnance Survey, NLPG and other Partner 

datasets

cadastre.uk



Cadastre Title No          UPRN

Linking Ownership

The UPRN enables links to Cadastre 

from organisations who use the UPRN, 

including local and central government 

bodies, emergency services, insurance 

and utility companies.

The UPRN is an underpinning linking 

mechanism that removes error in data 

exchange and communication, and 

delivers efficiency gains in operational 

processes.

cadastre.uk



Cadastre Attributes

Private

 Title No

 UPRN(s)

 Date Polygon Created

 Date Updated (All or Part of Title)

 Tenure (Freehold and Leasehold)

 Estate Interest

 Class of Title

 Record Status (Additions, Changes 

and Deletions)

 Admin Area (District and County)

 Flood Risk

Commercial & Corporate

 Private plus…

 Land or Property Address

 Price Paid

 Company Name (Legal Owner(s))

 Company Registration No and 

Companies House Link

 Type of Company (Legal Entity)

 Company Address(es)

 Date Ownership Registered

 Additional Proprietor Indicator

 Multiple Address Indicator

cadastre.uk



Cadastre DaaS

Extent

 Country (England and/or Wales)

 Region

 Greater London

 County

 District

Delivery

 File Geodatabase via download

ArcGIS

Enterprise

PostgreSQL

 Hosted Feature Service

ArcGIS

Online
cadastre.uk

GIS

 System agnostic: Esri, MapInfo, 

QGIS, Cadcorp…



Cadastre Business Case

As Is

 Multiple copies of data

 Incomplete – only purchased areas

 Inaccurate – not current

 Inefficient – ad hoc purchasing

 Paper/PDF format prohibits reuse 

and adding value

 Duplication and repetition – spend, 

time and effort

 Not fit for purpose – Title No and 

other ownership info withheld

Cadastre

 One version of the truth

 All registered land in England & 

Wales

 Up to date – full monthly updates

 Digital data for reuse, enriching and 

sharing

 Fixed cost for unlimited use; single 

data load then share

 Title No, UPRN, Dates, Tenure 

(Freehold/Leasehold) and 

Commercial Proprietor details 

(Name and Address) included

cadastre.uk



Cadastre Technology

Unlocking The Value of Where®

Cadastre Technology is the Products business of Triage.

Cadastre Technology leverages earth observation and geospatial data, and the 

world's leading mapping and spatial analytics platform to unlock The Value of 

Where®.

Our products deliver deep insights, near and real-time business intelligence, and 

decision support to anyone with an interest in land and property.

Pete Wain, Chief Product Officer     pete.wain@triage.ag 07791 092250
cadastre.uk

https://triage.ag/
mailto:pete.wain@triage.ag


Smarter Land Use
Tim Hopkins, The Land App



Smarter Land Use

Tim Hopkin
Founder, The Land App



To share with you our vision of a more connected countryside

Better outcomes

Why I’m here today

Technology

Economic

Environmental

Social

‘Triple Bottom Line’

Better decisions

Connectivity



???

• Build farm shop

• Convert barns

• Diversified crops

Norney Farm

Where it began



My frustrations



Wrong tools for the job

Expensive Basic Complicated



Shared frustrations

Countryside Stewardship RPA3-5 days / £2,500

RLE1 forms RPA8 hours / £500

FR1 form Land Registry2-3 days / £1,500

Planning application Local Authority5-30 days / £15,000

Soil risk maps Retailer8 hours / £500

Tenancy maps Tenants8 hours / £500



The costs of inefficiency

Project delaysPayment delays

Poor long-term decision-making Reputational damage

Fines
£

Poor coordination

Excessive administrationMissed revenue£?



Everyone is losing

Agents

Consultants

Banks

Solicitors

GovernmentLandowners

Tenant farmers Data providers

Over £650m of fines incurred in England due to inaccurate mapping

Economy Society

Environment



The Land App

An easy-to-use, collaborative, online mapping platform that connects rural 
stakeholders on a shared digital map of the land

Farmers & 
Landowners

Government

Land Agents

Planners Water & Utility Companies

Solicitors Banks & Insurers



Features & Benefits

The Land App connects people – to data and to each other – for making better decisions

All data and information in one place1

Digital drawing tools2

Automatic valuations3

Digital map / file sharing4

Dashboard management5

Photo and data uploads6

Save time Increase revenue

Improve accuracy Connect your team

Analyse trends Evidence change



Example: Whole Estate Plan

Step 4: Share with planning 

team

Step 1: See Land Registry 

ownership

Step 3: Automatically 

calculate areas and costs

Step 2: Draw buildings and 

classify land

Step 5: Upload supporting 

evidence

Step 6: Print / Submit

(digitally)Using paper takes on average 4-6 days

Using The Land App takes on average 6 hours



Step 4: Assign land use codes

Example: Basic Payment Scheme

Step 1: Upload RPA field 

boundaries

Step 3: Complete RLE1’s

Step 2: Share with consultant 

for advice

Step 5: Run table view

Step 6: Print / Submit 

(digitally)Using paper and alternative tools takes on average 4 hours

Using The Land App takes on average 1 hour



Customers Key Partners

Our customers & partners

Over 200 farmers and landowners including:

Land agents and consultants including:

Business and government users including:



Better outcomes

Economic

Empower rural businesses to 
secure financial stability

Environmental

Promote sustainable land management 
practices across the countryside

Social

Improve quality of public 
services at lower costs

Triple Bottom Line



For you to share our vision of a more connected countryside

Better outcomes

Why I’m here today

Technology

Economic

Environmental

Social

‘Triple Bottom Line’

Better decisions

Connectivity



Thank you

Tim Hopkin
Founder, The Land App

Stand 3114



Citizen Science Research

Izzy Bishop, EarthWatch Institute



CREATING KNOWLEDGE. INSPIRING ACTION.

WHAT’S NEW IN WATER 

QUALITY?
THE ONGOING CONTRIBUTIONS OF CITIZEN 

SCIENTISTS

Isabel Bishop

(Earthwatch)

@FreshwaterIzzy



Freshwater watch: global network, local responses

• To better manage and protect the world’s 

freshwater

• To support a global  community of citizen 

scientists and environmental stewards

@FreshwaterIzzy



A universal method
Ecosystem observations

❖ Bank vegetation

❖ Wildlife present

❖ Pollution 

sources

Water conditions

❖ Water level

❖ Water color

❖ Presence of algae

❖ Turbidity

Nutrients

❖ Nitrates

❖ Phosphates

@FreshwaterIzzy

+ other variables…



methods of interest

@FreshwaterIzzy

Sustainable 

Development Goal 

6.3.2

Riverfly Plus
E. coli and faecal 

coliforms



What’s next?

Uncovering 
problems

Researching 
scale

Convening 
stakeholders to 
understand & 

act

Researching & 
applying 
solutions

Educating to 
inspire action & 

behaviour 
change

Establishing 
stewardship & 

embedding 
action

@FreshwaterIzzy



Natural flood & pollution 

planning

Gareth Old, Centre for Ecology & Hydrology



Supported by: CEH Innovation Funding and ASSIST

Project team: Gareth Old, Vicky Bell, Helen Davies, Emily 

Trill, John Redhead, Rod Scott and Jonathan Cooper

NATURAL FLOOD AND POLLUTION PLANNING TOOL

Targeting interventions:
Opportunity mapping
Modelling 



Bridging modelling and spatial data

Optimal targeting to maximise: 

▪ downstream flood risk reduction;
▪ diffuse pollution mitigation; and 
▪ ecological benefits. 

Detailed modelling Spatial data

➢ Runoff estimates
➢ Travel times



Natural Flood and Pollution Planning Tool

✓ Catchments resilience
✓ Potential for NFM
✓ Optimal targeting



CEH landscape datasets

CEH Land Cover® Plus: Pesticides 
(Propyzamide)

CEH Land Cover® Plus: Fertilisers 
(manufactured N)

© CEH© CEH

5km

CEH Land Cover Map 2015 CEH Land Cover® Plus: Crops

© CEH© CEH

5km



Other landscape datasets

Agricultural land classification

JHI
Natural England
Welsh Government

Soil Erodibility Priority habitats inventory

© Natural England European Soil Data Centre



CEH Land Cover Map products 

CEH LCM 2015
https://www.ceh.ac.uk/services/land-cover-map-2015

CEH LCM Plus Crops
https://www.ceh.ac.uk/crops2015

CEH LCM Plus Pesticides and Fertilisers
https://www.ceh.ac.uk/services/ceh-land-cover-plus-products-
fertilisers-pesticides

https://www.ceh.ac.uk/services/land-cover-map-2015
https://www.ceh.ac.uk/crops2015
https://www.ceh.ac.uk/services/ceh-land-cover-plus-products-fertilisers-pesticides


Coffee & networking
Downstairs in the Garden Room, 30 mins



Workshop
Voting and discussion on EA future data sharing


